
Singh Wheels India

Success Story

After implement accu360 ERP we can easily
think for the expansion of our business. 
Hardeep Singh, CEO



About Singh
Wheels India

A Brief Story About the Company

Singh Wheels India Pvt. Ltd. is a leading Brand that acts
as a Bicycle Trader and Manufacturer. The organization
goes back to 1951, with a humble bicycle store, and on
this day, stands as a network of parallel businesses
dealing in multiple Indian and International brands
countrywide.
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Goal
To have an automated resource management system which is handy
in managing complex business functions with an aim to increase
productivity of the company. 

Mission

Consolidation of a cost center mechanism   
for accessing multiple balance sheets with
the help of a single software.

01
Integration of automated message
systems for providing better customer
satisfaction.

02
Establishment of GPS tracking system for
controlling the overall distribution process. 
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Key Factors 

It was a critical task to track
contemporary data for the organization.
The OTP tracking mechanism provided
by Accu360 in their ERP system is
beneficial for providing accurate real
time data and reducing the issues which
are faced by the business. 

Realtime Stock Report

The cash flow available with the
business is useful in gaining 
It was a critical task to track
contemporary data for the organization.
The OTP tracking mechanism provided
by Accu360 in their ERP system is
beneficial for providing accurate real
time data and reducing the issues which
are faced by the business. 

Cash Flow Managment

Controlling the costs of procurement of
goods and services is a significant
factor which is aligned with the ERP
system. It has provided Singh Wheels
India with an opportunity to reduce their
extra expenses and boost up their
overall profitability. 

Procurement Managment 

Managing warehouses in different
locations was difficult for the business
to grow in the industry. Accu360
provided an effective solution for Singh
Wheels India to improve their overall
productivity in the industry. 

Multiple warehouse
managment 
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Problems

A Brief Story About the Problems

It became quite challenging for Singh Wheels India to
expand in various cities having a less effective resource
management software. The business was finding issues in
keeping a track on their overall performance which created
initial hindrances for the company to grow in the industry.
Collaborating their varied tasks in a single system was a
huge barrier which needed to be considered by the
business. 

No Realt time
Data

It was difficult to access the real time data due to inappropriate
management systems which do not provide advanced services. 
GPS tracking system was not appropriate in the previous software to
get recent data.

Local Server
Issues

Many sever issues used to frequently arise which provided a poor
experience in managing the daily operations of the business.
Delay in the management process had an adverse impact on
productivity of the business.

Process
Development

Issues in management of the purchase process as well as tracking of
goods in the different cities where the organization started expanding. 
Inefficiency of business to handle their distribution process due to poor
cost center mechanism.
Slow branch wise accounting process had a negative influence over the
overall profitability of the organization.



Solutions A Brief Story About the Solutions

Effective features of the management system provided by
accu360 has been a game changer for Singh Wheels India. The
software provided appropriate ERP solutions which includes
data management, GPS tracking, client management, cloud
based accounting and many other services which are relevant
to improve the organizational stability. 

Cloud Version of accu360 ERP 

Cloud Version of the acu360 ERP software
is an effective solution to the problem of
accessibility in remote locations. With the
the help of cloud based services, Singh
Wheels India is able to expand their
services in different places and operate
freely.

Integrating all the warehouse

Services offered by the accu360 ERP to
analyze and evaluate the crucial real time
data  is a ground breaking solution to the
problem of accuracy in preparing better
forecast reports and conducting business
practices.    

Process Mapping and development

Integration of automated functions in the
software are helpful in building effective
relationships with the customers. It further
provides assistance to the business to
analyze their interests and take suitable
market based decisions. 
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RESULT

Cloud Solution

Realtime Data
insights

Better process

Cash Flow
Tracking

Stock flow
Improved

Cloud-based interface of Accu360 has provided better assistance to Singh Wheels India to expand in various
states effectively having access of their crucial information from different locations.      

Accu360 ERP has played a vital role in providing accurate information about the stock availability and insights
which has been resourceful for the busines to reduce their extra costs and save valuable time.  

The ERP software offered by Accu360 aims at enhancing the overall manufacturing process by increasing the
quality checks at every stage of the business to ensure standard quality of final products for the customers. 

ERP software has been fruitful for tracking flow of cash of the organization with appropriate measures for
collection of payments and management of funds. 

The Accu360 ERP is an effective software for managing stock levels, warehouse needs and billing
requirements for increasing organizational productivity. 



MODULE IMPLEMENTED

FINANCE INVENTORY

REPORTS

Real time ledger
Dunning 
Reconciliations 
Auto Payment Entry
Cost Center
Account Dimension
Party Trial Balance
Budgeting 

Stock Master
Bin Location
Expiry Date
Batch Wise Stock
FIFO LIFO
Re-Rordering 

Production Data Analysis
Inventory IN and OUT
flow
Employees
Website
Supply Chain

MANUFACTURING PURCHASE & SALES

CUSTOMIZATION

BoM Creation
Overhead Cost 
Production Planning 
Forecasting
Material Request
Sales Order to
Production Order
Routing
Sub Contracting 
BoM Comparison 
Operation
Work Station 
Capacity Planning 

Purchase Flow
Purchase Supervision 
Material Request to
Purchase Order
Tracking Pending
Orders

Word of Mouth
Adsense
Social Media
Offline Advertising

HUMAN RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT

Employee Master
Leave Policy
Salary Structuring
Attendance Policy
Roaming Employees
Self chekin Check out
Auto Shift
Employees expenses
tracking
Travel Plan tracking

COMPLIANCES

GST
E-invoicing
E-way Bill Integration
TDS Reports and filing
Employees taxations
GST Balanace Sheet

THIRD PARTY INTEGRATION

GST Portal
Payment Gateway
GEO Location Tracking
Social Media Sites for CRM
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Started mapping data

Project was signed

09/07/2020

Master data prepared 

01/08/2020

Started giving training 

16/08/2020

Moved to Production

17/09/2020

Blue Print of the plan was prepared after
understanding the entire business process
with mapping activities. 

Adequate training and development was
provided for enhancing the quality of output
achieved. 

Production, Finance and Inventory went live
after the above stages got completed.

Implementation Time Line
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Msg from MD
Testimonial

“At first we were a little sceptic about this whole financial automation situation using ERP
tools because of our prior experience with SAP B1. We used it for almost 2 to 3 years and
somehow found the user interface somewhat difficult to manage. But after coming across
ACCU360 ERP my whole perception of the ordeal was changed. The ACCU360 enterprise
edition not only is user friendly but also gives me 24*7 access to my accounts. It helps
me to monitor & manage my finances very easily and the cloud version makes everything
a piece of cake. ACCU360 has made me able to extend our franchise by 14 new branches
without investing a cent for the IT infrastructure.”
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Hardeep Singh, CEO, Singh Wheels India
Private Limited
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